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FOREWORD
This report presents the final results of one of the 46 projects comprising the Military Effects
Program of Operation Pluibbob, which included 24 test detonations at the Nevada Test Site in
1957.

For overall Plumbbob military-effects information, the reader is referred to the "Summary
Report of the Director, DOD Test Group (Programs 1-9)," 1TR-1445, which includes: (1) a
description of each detonation, including yield, zero-point location and environment, type of
device, ambient atmospheric conditions, etc.; (2) a discussion of project results; (3) a summary
of the objectives and results of each project; and (4) a listing of project reports for the Military
Effects Program.
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ABSTRACT
An instrumented HSS- 1 helicopter was flown in the vicinity of nuclear detonations to measure
helicopter response to overpressure and gust and to determine the delivery capabilities of the
HSS-I for antisubmarine warfare as limited by blast effects. Measurements of overpressure
and resulting stresses were obtained with the helicopter doors and windows opened and with and
without tail-cone reinforcements. Partial coverage of the range of shock front incident angles
expected from the detonation of underwater nuclear devices was obtained.

Comparisons are shown of experimental gust response data obtained during these HS-1 tests
with prediction of helicopter gust response made possible by employing a six-degrees-of-freedom
analysis of helicopter stability and control characteristics and maneuvering loads. Favorable
correlation provides confidence that the analytical methods may be employed to predict the heli-
copter flying qualities as well as applied aerodynamic loads throughout the range of actual de-
livery conditions.

Comparison of experimental fuselage stresses with analytical predictions are presented to
show the accuracy of the stress analysis methods employed for determination of fuselage re-
sponse to overpressure. Confirmation of analysis methods for structure most critical for over-
pressure effects permits establishment of the HSS-l structural limitations due to blast. These
limitations were determined by analysis to be the helicopter design limit maneuvering load fac-
tor of 2.67 g and a limit overpressure of 0.71 psi.

The primary objective of the project was achieved to the extent that the critical blast limits
of the HSS-l helicopter were adequately defined for application to the problem of safe escape
from underwater nuclear bursts.
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Grateful acknowledgment is given for contribution to the project success provided by LCDR A.
R. Henson, Project Officer during the field test phase, and by other members of the Naval Air
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The major effects on aircraft flying in the vicinity of a nuclear detonation are shock overpres-
sure, gust loading, and thermal radiation. These effects are of primary significance in the de-
sign of aircraft and in the establishment of techniques and procedures to be utilized in the delivery
of atomic weapons.

The primary objective of this project was to measure the overpressure and gust response of
the HSS-1 helicopter (Figure 1.1) and to determine the delivery capabilities of the H1B-1 helicop-
ter for antisubmarine warfare (ASW) weapons as limited by blast effects.

The secondary objectives of this project were to obtain experimental data for the Departments
of the Army and Navy related to helicopter response to nuclear blast for correlation with analyti-
cal techniques and for extension to the general problem of helicopter response to nuclear effects.
The interest in general data of this type varied from considerations of helicopter safe delivery
and standoff criteria for Navy use to lethal damage criteria applicable to helicopter employment
by the Department of the Army.

1.2 BACKGROUND

The HSS-l helicopter was the first instrumented helicopter participating in a nuclear test
series specifically to obtain experimental results. It was one of five aircraft which participated
in Program 5, which was concerned with effects from kiloton-yield-class nuclear devices. Since
no instrumented helicopter had previously participated in a nuclear test, neither experimental nor
actual effects-response data were available for substantiation of predicted response. Participa-
tion of the HSS- 1 helicopter in Operation Plumbbob provided the necessary experimental data for
this correlation.

The HSS-I is expected to have the capability for delivering an antisubmarine warfare (ASW)
special weapon. Therefore, there was urgent need for information relating to the helicopter de-
livery problems. Emphasis was given during Operation Plumbbob to response measurements of
the main- and tail-rotor systems to gust effects and the fuselage structure to overpressure. It
was expected that air blast and initial nuclear radiation input data for shallow- and intermediate-
depth underwater explosions would be obtained during Operation Hardtack. Thus, the free-air
effects as well as helicopter response data would be available, from which the delivery capability
could be defined.

1.3 THEORY

1.3.1 Applied Aerodynamic Loads. The aerodynamic loads that originate from the rotors and

fuselage of the helicopter in response to a blast input were calculated using equations of motion
which made possible an analysis of dynamic maneuvering load, stability, and control for the heli-
copter in six degrees of freedom. This included not only motions of the helicopter in space, but
also determination of angle of attack at the tip of the retreating rotor blade and rotor blade flap-
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ping angle relative to the shaft when the blade was over the tail cone. These later parameters
served as the basic means of monitoring development of stall In the rotor, and rotor blade clear-
ance over the tail cone, respectively.

The general equations of motion, which are subject to the limitations of linear assumptions,
are presented in detail in Appendix B, together with expressions for the helicopter derivatives.
The helicopter derivatives were broken down into the contributions of the main rotor, the tail
rotor, and the fuselage-wing-tail combination. Bally Twisted Rotor Theory (References 1 and

Figure 1.1 HSS- I helicopter instrumented for Operation Plumbbob.

2) was used for the calculation of rotor derivatives. Wind tunnel data for lift, drag, pitching
moment, yawing moment, and side force were used to evaluate the fuselage-wing-tail derivatives.

Since the predicted gust-load factor for all events was less than the design load factor for the
helicopter, it was considered that the gust-load factor would not be a direct structural limitation
but could become critical because of its influence on blade stall. It has been determined experi-
mentally that blade stall is accompanied by an abrupt increase in control forces. Therefore, as
a means of determining the severity of blade stall, stationary-star control forces were measured
during all flight conditions. Since the severity of blade stall is a function of the retreating-blade
indicated tip speed, which is affected by aircraft airspeed, blade rotational velocity, density.
altitude, aircraft gross weight, and flight load factor (Table 4.1), these factors were considered
for each event and a retreating-blade indicated tip speed was calculated. The stationary-star
vibratory load was then determined from Figure 1.3, which is the experimentally determined
plot of stationary-star vibratory load versus retreating-blade indicated tip speed. This plot was
based on the accumulation of test data obtained by flight test prior to Operation Plumbbob. This
correlation is included in Figure 1.3.

1.3.2 Overpressure. Overpressure predictions were made from Figure 1.2 by use of modi-
fied Sach's scaling. Equation 1.1 was used in scaling the actual slant range (Rt ) to a reduced

12
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slant range (RI) for use in Figure 1.2 to obtain parameters for a 1-ht burst in a sea-level homo-
geneous atmosphere.

Where: R1 = actual slant range, feet
R (range for unit yield under standard conditions) reduced

slant range for entry into Figure 1.2, feet
W1 = radlochemical or fireball yield, kilotons; (2 W1 was used

to calculate scaled ranges outside triple point path)
W = 1 lha
Pe = ambient pressure at sea level (NACA standard day), psi

Ps = ambient pressure at aircraft altitude, psi

000- 0 Boltzmann
0 Franklin
9 Wilson

- 0- Priscilla
o aO . Diablo

_ a Kepler
0 Owens

700-
a _ Stokes
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m

o 400-

00

o0
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Figure 1.3 Stationary-star load versus retreating-bade indicated tip speed.

The overpressure obtained from Figure 1.2 was scaled by use of:

AP, = AP,( (1.2)

Where: P, = overpressure obtained from Figure 1.2 for slant range R, psi

Ps = predicted overpressure for actual position and yield, pal

14
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1.3.3 Time of Shock Arrival. The time of shock arrival obtained from Figure 1.2 at the re-

duced slant range was scaled by use of:

t,=t,/. W1 (P0)~ (1.3)

Where: t, = time of shock arrival obtained from Figure 1.2 for slant range.

R4, sec
t' = time of shock arrival at desired altitude and actual yield, sec

C, = speed of sound at sea level for NACA standard day, ft/sec

C.' = speed of sound at aircraft altitude, ft/sec

1.3.4 Additional Gust Parameters. Density and gust velocity behind the shock front and the
duration of positive phase were obtained from Figure 1.2 at the reduced slant range and scaled

by Equations 1.4 through 1.6.

PI = PI( (1.4)

Where: pl = density behind the shock front for actual altitude and yield,

lb-sec'/ft'

p, = density from Figure 1.2 at slant range R,, lb-sec'/ft
4

p.' = ambient density at receiver altitude, lb-sec'/ft'

Ut= (1.5)

Where: U' = gust velocity behind the shock front for actual altitude and
yield, ft/sec

U, = gust velocity from Figure 1.2 at slant range R1 , ft/sec

Where: tQ = time duration of the positive phase for actual altitude and yield, sec
t1 = time duration of the positive phase obtained from Figure 1.2 at

slant range R,, sec

1.3.5 Overpressure Response. Preliminary calculations bad indicated that a crushing of the
fuselage, caused by overpressure, would be the major limitation for the helicopter. In order to
minimize this effect, the windows and doors of the helicopter were opened during all participa-
tions to provide maximum differential pressure relief. During the initial phase of the tests, re-
inforcements consisting of horizontal crossbraces between the frames were installed in the tail
cone to permit gust response data to be obtained at higher overpressure levels. A maximum
overpressure limit of 1.0 psi for the reinforced helicopter was established, prior to the test,
based on theoretical calculations. A few strain gages had been installed at critical fuselage
stations for monitoring fuselage stresses resulting from blast effects. After the first three
participations, a comparison of the measured stresses and the critical stresses for those mem-

is
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hers Indicated that the overpressure limit of 1.0 psi ws caservative and an the basts of mcb
comparison a new overpressure limit of 1.4 psi was esthbilsed.

In order to obtain data o the basic aircraft during the second pbase of tU tests, thi rin-
forcements were removed. Prior to this phase, a static pressue test was madbe n an unre-
inforced 10-l tall cone. Fure of the tail cone occurred at 0.-psi static pressure. This
value was reduced by both an assumed magnification factor of 1.5 and the allowble-to-ultimate
ratio of 1.5 to establish an allowable overpressure limit of 0.4 psi for the first partIciiation
with the reinforcements removed.

1.3.6 Total Effective Radiant Euposure. The total radiant exposure normal to the receiver
was computed from:

65.7 WTeKD in QM
Qdi D2 ( + e-'r/2

+ K4 8N ( )X (1.7)

Where: QTN = total radiant exposure normal to receiver, cal/cm'

WTH = thermal yield, kilotons

D = slant range, 10 ft

K = attenuation coefficient, per 102 ft

= angle between the receiving surface and the direct
radiant path, degree

A = albedo (0.4 for NTS area)
-RN = ratio of the normal component of reflected radiant

QI exposure to the direct radiant exposure

%SN ratio of normal components of scattered radiant
Q I exposure to the direct radiant exposure

(I-F) = flyaway factor

Kq = factor to account for fireball distortion and area
seen by receiver

1.3.7 Temperature Rise. The usual expression for temperature rise in an air-borne re-
ceiver is:

AT = QTI (l-H)()

Where: AT = temperature rise, F
(I- ) = cooling factor

a = absorptivity of surface
G = thermal capacity of material, cal/cm' F

Equmtions 1.7 and 1.8 were modified for the US-I by disregardig the cooling sad flyaway fac-
tors. This wms possible due to the low speed of the elicapter and the lack of cooling over por-
tions of the main-rotor blades. A maximum allowable temperature 0o F Mwas estabsd
for the rotor blades.

1C
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1.3.8 Nuclear Radiation. The nuclear radiation was calculated by the method presented in
Reference 3, as modified by the Bureau of Aeronautics. These modifications included the use
of a factor of 1.25 instead of 2.0 to compensate for an air-borne receiver, disregarding any re-
duction for flyaway and cockpit shielding. Nuclear radiation was not critical for any of the
HNM-i participations.
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ChoplOf 2
PROCEDURE

2.1 OPERATIONS

2.1.1 Positioning System. The M3-1 helicopter was positioned by use of a modified M-33
gun-tracking radar. This equipment utilized a plotting board with a pen recorder for tracking.
The desired pattern was drawn to scale, and a controller compared aircraft position with the
desired position and transmitted corrections to the pilot by UHF radio. A computer was de-
signed for the M-33 radar which solved the positioning problem and presented the necessary
corrections as time early or late and the speed change required to arrive at the desired position
at time zero. This computer proved undesirable, since the helicopter's response to surface
winds prevented an accurate solution. A brush-type recorder system was Installed to provide
azimuth, range and elevation for after-the-fact positioning data. The after-the-fact recording
systems included a time-zero signal from a blue-box circuit and continuous 1-second timing
marks. Time of shock arrival was determined from instrumentation In the helicopter and was
used for determining the after-the-fact position at time of shock arrival. The accuracy of the
after-the-fact positions was determined to be approximately * 200 feet.

2.1.2 Operation Considerations. In most of the events the helicopter was positioned for a
tail-on orientation to the blast. For this orientation, an offset pattern was Utilized with a 90-
degree turn for a radial run-out just prior to time zero. This pattern was considered necessary
for safety of crew and aircraft, since all participations were at relatively low altitudes. These
offset patterns decreased the positioning accuracy due to wind effects in the final turn and the
flight characteristics of the helicopter. The positioning errors varied from 0 to 5 seconds,
which was small in terms of distance since a speed of 150 ft/sec was used In the pattern.

Abort criteria were not required for these offset patterns since the aircraft position errors
along the intended fliht path at the time of turn made little difference In the resulting distance
from ground zero. Figure 2.1 shows the helicopter's desired flight pattern for Shot Priscilla
with positions included for 10 seconds early or late at the H-40-second position.

Normal helicopter participation consisted of takeoff at B-54 minutes, two practice Orbits
around a racetrack pattern approximately 8 naut mi In length, a final run-in from B-5 minutes
with a 90-degree turn at H- 40 seconds, and landing at H + 30 mlites. An average of four prac-
tice flights were flown prior to each actual mission. Aircraft availability was good throughout
the program.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

Recording instrumentation installed in the 388-1 helicopter consisted of two 36-chanel os-
cllographs and a photopanel recorder.

An overpressure pickup was installed on the aft section of the tall rotor pylon to provide a
time history of overpressure. A differential pressure gage was installed on the tail cone skin
to provide a time history of pressure difference between the inside and outside of the tall cone.
Strain gages were installed on critical fuselage structural members to determine the effect of
overpressure and aircraft accelerations on fuselage stresses. The pressure gages were cali-
brated against a manometer. Using Information furnished by the strain maue fmmacturer and
a known calibrating resistance in the bridge circuit, a calibration of stress in terms of bridge
output was obtained using the standard strain-gage formula.

N i
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Aircraft response to gust was measured by vertical, lateral, and longitudinal linear accel-
erometers mounted at the center of gravity, and vertical and lateral linear accelerometers
mounted on the tail-rotor gear box. Additional data was obtained from aircraft attitude gyros
and angular accelerometers mounted to measure pitch, roll, and yaw accelerations. Strain
gages were installed on main-rotor and tail-rotor blades and controls to measure stresses and
control forces. The strain gages were calibrated in the laboratory using known static loads
and resistance-calibrated in the field prior to and after each participation. Potentiometers

13,350

1550' 4360' 744

026;TGZ(A) (,)4

026-T, I -H-408 (B)

-H-40' (A) H-40 sec Positions
A) On Time

(B) 10 Seconds Early
H-406 (C) (C) 10 Seconds Late

Horizontal Range
At Time Zeto

(A) 11,800 Feet
(B) 11,820 Feet
(C) 11,820 Feet

Figure 2.1 Planned and early or late flight patterns for
HSS-1 helicopter for Shot Priscilla.

were installed to measure control displacements and were calibrated prior to and after each

participation by deflection of the controls to their limits.

Temperature-sensitive strain gages were installed on the main-rotor blades to measure
blade skin temperature at two positions on the underside of the blades. Calorimeters were
installed on the tail pylon pointing downward to obtain information on indirect radiant exposure.
The temperature gages were resistance-calibrated and the calorimeters were calibrated by the
Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory prior to and after each participation.

Miscellaneous instrumentation was installed to measure such items as time of explosion,
engine operating conditions, airspeed, altitude and amount of nuclear radiation.

Detailed information on the instrumentation of the HSS-1 is included in Appendix A.

2.3 DATA REQUIREMENTS

2.3.1 General Considerations. The HSS-I helicopter was positioned at heights above burst
point of from 1,000 to 6,000 feet and at various ranges in order to obtain gust-response data at
several blast incidence angles and overpressure levels to simulate the range of effects expected
for an underwater shot. During this phase of the tests, reinforcements were installed in the
tail-cone section and the doors and windows were open to alleviate the crushing effects of over-

19
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pressure. This permitted data on gust response to be obtained at higher overpressure levels
than would have been possible with an unreinforced aircraft.

The second phase of the test beginning with Shot Kepler was without the reinforcements, with
the doors and windows open, and at low overpressure levels to determine the effects of differ-
ential overpressure on the basic aircraft structure. In addition to these aircraft configurations,
participation in one side-on orientation was ncluded to obtain data of primary interest to the
Army Transportation Corps.

Preliminary structural analysis indicated that the BSS-1 would safely withstand an overpres-
sure of 1.0 psi with reinforcements Installed and the doors and windows open. A participation

0.12

-o.oe -_'

Z 0

-0.10 -0.06 -Q06 -0.04 -oM 0 0.02 0.04 0.06

Figure 2.2 AFzaf versus I nonlinearity for Shot Priscilla.

schedule was established for 0.4- and 0.6-psi overpressure prior to positioning for the maxi -
mum value of 1.0. After obtaining 0.47 psi during Shot Boltzmann and 0.57 during Shot Wilson,
data analysis indicated that the original limit of 1.0 psi was low and a new limit of 1.4 was
established. This new limit permitted positioning which enabled an overpressure of 1.07 psi
to be obtained during Shot Priscilla. By changing the altitude, airspeed, and rotor rpm, a
build-up of stationary-star load and load factor was obtained during this phase.

2.3.2 Thermal Effects Data Correlation. Because of the low value of both predicted and
measured thermal data no correlation was attempted.

2.3.3 Aerodynamic Response Data Correlation. The measured stability variables which
describe the rigid-body response were compared with the corresponding values calculated by
the methods discussed in Appendix B. In usual investigations of helicopter stability and control
wherein deviations of major variables from their equilibrium values are relatively small, the
limitation of linear assumptions assigned to the general equations of Appendix B permits satis-
factory solutions to be made. For the case of the present tests, the perturbations of angle of
attack, ao , and rotor tip speed ratio, p i, covered such a range that it was necessary to
account for nonlinearity in several of the helicopter derivatives. The numerical values for the
variation in these nonlinear derivatives are shown in Figures 2.2 through 2.5. These deriva-
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tives were calculated from Equations 25, 27, 32, and 46 in Section B.2.6 by holding all major
variables except ;L constant at their trim values. An illustration of the incorporation of non-
linear derivatives into the general equations of motion is presented in Table B.2, Appendix B.

Effect of Downwash Lag. In view of the rapidly applied gust inputs to the rotor, it
would be expected that a certain period of time would lapse before the steady-state downwash
field could change. For lack of better information, it was assumed during the time of peak
gust response that the rotor developed increased thrust as predicted by the theory of Appendix
B but operated for a short period of time in the downwash field associated with the steady-state
flight conditions existing before shock arrival. The assumed downwash field thus lagged that
which would be theoretically associated with the calculated values of rotor thrust. A steady-
state downwash field corresponding to the actual value of thrust is assumed to have developed
by the time the overpressure entered its negative phase.

In this analysis the effect of downwash lag is accomplished by varying parabolically the lift
slope of the rotor from that value containing no effects due to change in downwash angle at the
time for peak gust response to the steady-state values of lift slope at the time when the over-
pressure enters the negative phase.

The equation for rotor lift slope without the effect of change in downwash angle is:

8CT/cl = a!(. 1 J

so 2 cos a

The expression for steady-state lift slope is given by Equation 2 of Section B.2.7. The down-

wash lag effect is included in the appropriate nonlinear derivatives by the following relationships:

For O>Ii only:

[Fzal- ( mi = min) - Fzaf (pi = min) I 2U

AFef(D.L. ) = AFza f + Pi~min

AL + [La-o (p= min) - Laf(/Ai =min)]

Lf(D.L.) Lf uimin

am [Mafo(± min) - Maf(g i = min)]

af(D.L.) = M +min

Where the subscripts have the following connotations:

(D.L.) = derivative corrected for downwash lag
Go = derivative calculated using rotor lift slope contained In Equation 1

= min) = value of derivative calculated at peak gust velocity

The curves for nonlinear derivatives shown in Figures 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5 contain these cor-
rections for downwash lag.

Load Factor Equation. The equation for normal load factor during the first few
seconds is:

L.F. = I + ACT/ a

CT/O
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Where: CT/a = helicopter thrust coefficient solidity ratio for trim
ACT/o = change in thrust coefficient solidity ratio due to dynamic

response of helicopter to gust input

In terms of helicopter derivatives:

L.F. = I - (Fzf f + AFzaf)(CT/,)cosl at

Where: AFza f is obtained from Figure 2.2 as a function of

a i = aG - Bis(pilot) - BIB (Autopilot)

of = helicopter angle of attack relative to flight path

It is of interest to note in Equation 6 that the perturbations of angle of attack, o , introduces
nonlinearity by virtue of the cosO at term. It is also of interest to note that the coW at term
is not included in calculation of F., f because at is not known when that calculation i made.

The evaluation of Equation 6 for Shot Priscilla is presented as Equation 7 in Table B.2.

Autopilot Equations. Equations 8, 9, and 10 of Table B.2 are the equations of the
autopilot in roll, pitch, and yaw. These equations were included because the autopilot was
operative in these three channels during impingement of the blast wave. An altitude channel
was not included because this autopilot channel was not operative during blast impingement.

Angle of Attack at the Tip of the Retreating Rotor Blade and Blade
Flapping. Equation 11 of Table B.2 is the equation for angle of attack at the tip of the re-
treating rotor blade. The general equation for this stall parameter is as follows:

trm(1.e)(z°) t + e0 + r {(ai) (Of + t)

The expression for the rotor derivatives Oa/8r, ak/aa , etc., are presented in Section B.2.7.
It is emphasized that in Equation 7, 0 0 , af, p, B1s, are not the trim values of these param-

eters but the time variation of these parameters from the trim values during the disturbance.

Equation 12 of Table B.2 is the equation for blade flapping relative to the shaft when the blade
is passing over the tail cone. The general expression for this blade clearance parameter is as
follows:

68 =0) = ao trim - aj5 trim + (-)afi +( Ma ( Big +( )e

- ti (d+ i + - f+ j

The expressions for the rotor derivative 8aaa, 8a/Oji, etc., are presented in Section B.2.7.

2.3.4 Stress Correlation. The unreinforced HSS-1 helicopter participated in only two shots
for which stress correlation could be attempted. These were Shots Owens and Kepler, both
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tail-on shots. Correlation could not be attempted for either the shots participated in by the
reinforced HSS-I or for Shot Stokes, a side-on shot, because of inadequate structural and pres-
sure instrumentation.

Data required for the prediction of fuselage stresses due to nuclear blast effects were time
histories of aircraft accelerations, tail-rotor thrust loads, and differential pressures. An ex-
amination of the loading data and the strength summary for the HSS-1 indicated that the critical
structural area for these loads was the tall cone between Station 316 and Station 352.

From the intensity of the loading schedule, a first approximation of skin effectivity was made.
This was substantiated by calculating the stress distribution due to aircraft flight loads at sev-
eral time intervals during the shot and comparing the skin stresses with skin buckling allow-
ances. An elastic analysis was then made of the gridwork of skin, stringers and frames in the
critical tail-cone area for differential pressure loads. (Axial loads present in the system due
to flight conditions were not considered here since the energy contribution of these loads to the
complete system under pressure was negligible.) This elastic analysis, done in unit form, was
then multiplied by the appropriate constants producing a time history of stresses due to differ-
ential pressure effects. The time histories of the stresses due to flight loads and those due to
the differential pressure were then superimposed, yielding the net stress time relationship for
the structure. These stresses were compared to the oscillograph traces of the appropriate test
shot for correlation.

Since the frame stresses in the HSS-i tal cone were relatively independent of flight loads,
and responded to differential pressures with no appreciable time lag, agreement between the
calculated and actual frame stresses was excellent. Correlation of stringer stress levels was,
in general, only fair. There were several contributing factors affecting this, the most signifi-
cant being the low load intensities resulting from low-yield Shots Owens and Kepler coupled
with inadequacies of the instrumentation for structural strain correlation. In addition, dynamic
effects, both on the accelerometer traces and the stress traces.could not be considered because
of the difficulty in evaluating them. At low load levels, dynamic responses due to normal flight
vibration alone had amplitudes large enough to significantly alter the trace patterns. An attempt
to filter out these vibratory effects was made with limited success.

Conclusions as to the effectiveness of the stringer stress calculations cannot be reached
from comparison with the available data. The only significant point that can be made is that
the general stress levels were of correct magnitude.

Stress Analysis. Semimonocoque structures are composed of skin, stringers and
frames. The skin distributes pressure to the stringers and frames and carries the major part
of the shear stresses. The stringers are the main structural elements and carry the major
part of the airframe bending moments. The frames maintain the shape of the structure and
in some cases are used to introduce concentrated loads into the shell. However, this idealized
distribution of function and loading, while reasonably accurate for design purposes, at design
load intensities, is not correct at low load levels. The significant difference is in the effective-
ness of the skin as bending material in conjunction with the stringers. Up to the point of elastic
buckling of the skin panels, the entire skin is fully effective and materially affects the stress
distribution. Shots Owens and Kepler produced such low load levels. Therefore, the method
of determining the fuselage stresses resulting from these shots included a re-calculation of
effective fuselage section properties. If the load level were above the skin-buckling criteria,
a re-evaluation of the effective shell material would have again been necessary. The difference
between the two conditions represents an area of proportionally greater increases in stringer
stress, due to redistribution, for equal increases in shell loading.

Pressure effects, as stated above, are distributed by the skin to the gridwork composed of
the stringers and frames. The frames on the HSS-I tail cone are used primarily to maintain
shape and to act as panel breaks and are therefore rather insensitive to flight loads. As a re-
sult, these light-gage channel-section frames proved to be critical for the bending stresses
imposed by differential pressure on the shell. Allowable stresses were calculated for the
frames under pressure and for the stringers under the combined effects of flight axial loads
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and lateral bending due to pressure. The calculated allowable pressure for the frames is 0.71
psi design limit. The allowable for the critical stringer is a design envelope based on the rela-
tive intensities of differential pressure and flight loading.

Substantiation of the allowable frame crushing pressure was made by Sikorsky Aircraft by
static testing two HSS- I tail cones. The tail cones were instrumented and subjected to incre-
mental increases in pressure until failure occurred. The static test specimens failed at 0.90
psi average.

Applied Loads. Loads affecting the HSS-l tail-cone structure are inertia loads due to
aircraft accelerations, tail-rotor loads, and differential pressures. Accelerometer traces
taken during the shot were divided into suitable time increments and the inertial loads due to
these accelerations were calculated for each instant of time. To these were added the loads
caused by the tail rotor, yielding the net flight load distribution at the critical sections, for
each instant of time.

The differential pressure for corresponding instants of time were obtained from the differ-
ential pressure trace directly.

Stress Distribution Due to Flight Loads. Cross-sectionalstressdistrbutions
due to unit accelerations and unit tail-rotor loads were calculated by conventional methods pro-
grammed on an IBM 704 digital computer. The accuracy of these methods in the elastic range
and where there are no structural discontinuities is well known. These unit distributions were
multiplied by the appropriate coefficients determined by the time histories of the accelerometer
traces and added together, yielding the net flight load distribution.

It was analytically determined that the variation of tail-rotor thrust during the time of the
shot due to the effects of the blast would be less than 10 percent. The time history trace for
Shot Kepler is shown in Figure 3.5. Since this change would cause an insignificant change in
the stringer stress level at the critical stations, a steady tail-rotor thrust was used in calcu-
lating the stresses in Shot Owens. This thrust was equal to the balancing thrust for 1-g level
flight.

Stress Distribution Due to Differential Pressure. Becauseofthehigh
degree of redundancy and interaction, the differential pressure distribution on the gridwork of
stringers and frames is best investigated by elastic analysis. The structure is analyzed by the
method of minimum strain energy considering the tail-cone structure between Station 316 and
Station 352 as an integrated stringer-frame network. The coupling of stringer axial stresses
caused by flight loads is by super-position, as the strain energy due to axial loads is negligible
compared with the total energy of the system.

An outline of the procedure followed in the analysis is presented below:
1. The redundant structure is made statically determinate and equilibrium equations are

written for each structural element.
2. Individual element influence coefficients are written to sum up the total flexibility in the

structure.
3. Steps 1 and 2 are written in matrix form and by matrix manipulation a anit load distribu-

tion is obtained for the entire structure.

The matrix operations are:
1. Unit deflections are found for the entire structure.
2. Next, the deflections based on the statically determinate structure are obtained.
3. These deflections multiplied by the internal and external loads yield the total energy in

the system in terms of the applied and redundant loads.
4. The total energy is differentiated with respect to the applied loads and redundant loads

to obtain the deflection equations.
5. Solution of the deflection equations produces the redundant loads, which, by matrix ma-

nipulation, yield the unit-load distribution.
In matrix notations:

1. [Yim Vir] [fi] = [6
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2. [m (J [UJ

The structure considered In the analysis was between Stations 316 and 352 on the tail cons.
This area included three frames (Stations 316, 334, and 352) and twenty stringers, symmetri-
cally placed around the perimeter of the shell.

An assumption was made that the end frames at Stations 316 and 352 were rigid relative to
the frames at Station 334. This assumption was substantiated by calculating the relative frame
stiffness using Naval Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) TR-1097. Another assump-
tion was that the stringers lad full fixity at their ends. This assumption is valid since under a
symmetrical uniform pressure load, and with equal bay lengths, the stringer slope across the
frames is zero. The basic skin is not included in the idealised structure ewept locally as ef-
fective bending material with the stringers and frames. The reason for this Is that the only
function of the skin under a symmetrical pressure loading is to distribute this pressure to the
supporting structure.

Because of the symmetry of both structure and loading about the vertical azis, only half of
the structure needs to be considered. This structure was reduced to individual elements placed
In load equilibrium, and coupled together by matrix operations.
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Chapter 3

3.1 GENERAL

Tabulated results of pertinent recorded data at time zero and at the time of shock arrival
are presented in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. Time histories of typical recorded data are presented In
Appendix C. The presentation of data in tabular form has been limited to only those items of
recorded data that were of major significance or were necessary for correlation at either time
zero or time of shock arrival. All other pertinent data are presented as time histories. Be-
cause of the cyclic nature of the data recorded, it was considered that this was the more desir-
able and illustrative method of presentation. Table 3.1 is the summary for events in which the
HSS-1 helicopter participated, and which were utilized for postshot correlation. Tables 3.2
and 3.3 are summaries of aircraft positions and atmospheric conditions.

3.2 GUST RESPONSE DATA

Dynamic response data measured during the test operations consisted of basic flight param-
eters and representative stresses in the rotor blades.

Comparisons of calculated flight parameter data with flight test data are presented in Figures
3.1 through 3.3 for Shots Priscilla, Diablo, and Kepler, respectively. These three events were
chosen because Shots Priscilla and Diablo represented the most severe conditions while Shot
Kepler was typical of the remaining six participations. Comparisons between calculated and
measured values are shown for five parameters, i. e., pitching, rolling and yawing accelera-
tions, normal load factor, and blade flapping over the tail cone relative to the shaft. It can be
seen from the typical time histories presented in Appendix C that no significant changes in rotor
blade stresses occurred. This may be attributed to the fact that rotor blades are free to flap
about their horizontal hinge, thereby reducing gust effects on the blades.

3.2.1 Shot Priscilla. Comparison of calculated data with flight-test data for Shot Priscilla
is shown in Figure 3.1. For normal load factor, Channel 1, the peak calculated value corre-
sponds well with the peak measured value but since rotor-blade inertia in independent flapping
degrees of freedom was not considered in the calculations, the calculated peak-load factor leads
the measured peak-load factor. Although the autopilot had no effect on the peak-load factor de-
veloped, it did restrict the reduction in load factor below 1.0 after the first second of time had
elapsed. Comparison of calculated load factor with measured load factor after one second is
good. It is noted that the high frequencies in the flight-test data attributed to local structural
response have been eliminated in these load-factor plots. They did not possess the amplitude
relative to the long-period mode and damped out much more rapidly than the high-frequency
oscillations that occurred in the rolling, pitching, and yawing acceleration data.

In Channel 2 of Figure 3.1, the calculated rolling acceleration appears to be an average of
the measured response. It is believed that the high-frequency oscillations measured by the
accelerometer, which have not been faired out in this plot because of their high amplitude and
low damping, were the results of local structural response combined with accelerometer re-
sponse to the applied loads due to both overpressure and air mass velocity and are not generated
by the main or tail rotors. Therefore, the calculated response did not predict their existence.

In Channel 3 o Figure 3.1, the calculated pitching acceleration appears to be a reasonable
average of the measured response. The high frequencies in the measured response were again
attributed to local structural response to the applied loads.
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TABLE 3.1 SHOT DATA SUMMARY

* burat Heght Terrain
Above Terrain Elevation, ML

kt ft ft

Boltazmn 11.5 * 0.8 28 May 1957 500 Tower 4,235
Franklin 0.138 * 0.006 2 June 1957 300 Tower 4,022
Wilson 10.0 £ 0.5 18 June 1957 500 Balloon 4.238
Priscilla 38.5 * 1.0 24 June 1957 700 Balloon 3,080

Diablo 17.0 A 0.85 15 July 1957 50 Tower 4,485
Kepler 10.0 & 1.0 24 July 1957 500 Tower 4,320
Owens 9.2 * 0.5 25 July 1957 500 Balloon 4,238
Stokes 18.9 * 0.35 7 August 1967 1,500 Balloon 4,185

0 Preliminary poetahot.

TABLE &2 ACTUAL AIRCRAFT P(ITIONS

WLHorizontal Slant Range L Altitude Horizontal Range Slant Range
shot at Tie Rang.t ae at Time of at Time of at Time of

Time Zero Shock Arrival Shook Arrival Shock Arrival
It ft ft ft ft ft

Boltzmann 6,110 16,050 16,100 6,110 18,140 18,150
Franklin 8,000 7,411 8,260 8,000 8,487 9,240
Wilson 5,915 14,373 14,421 5,939 16,400 16,443
Priscilla 8,118 11,921 12,700 8,118 13,513 14,200

Diablo 10,998 10,422 12,5*0 10,992 11,991 13,405
Kepler 5,990 20,473 20,500 6,184 23,143 23,190
Owens 7,287 20,303 20,410 7,302 22,923 23,100
Stokes 8,430 33,240 33,400 8,276 33,180 33,220

TABLE 3.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

Pressure at Pressure at Temperature Temperature Wind at Altitude
Shot Altitude at Altitude at at Altitude at Altitude at etiAlity Surface

Time Zero Shock Arrival at Time Zero Sbook Arrival irtio Velocitybility
psi psi F F degrees knots naut mi

Boltzmann 11.79 11.79 65.55 65.57 calm Unrestricted
Franklin 11.04 11.04 65.66 65.66 calm Unrestricted
Wilson 11.10 11.99 65.41 65.34 060 10 Unrestricted
Priscilla 11.04 11.04 69.06 69.06 230 8 Unrestricted

Diablo 9.94 9.94 51.80 51.84 170 6 Unrestricted
Kepler 11.84 12.25 70.88 70.56 060 6 Unrestricted
Owens 11.29 11.28 67.48 67.41 140 5 Unrestricted
Stokes 10.85 10.91 55.06 55.69 100 8 Unrestricted
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For yawing acceleration (Channel 4 of Figure 3.1), comparison of the calculated response
with the measured response is similar to the comparisons for rolling and pitching accelerations.
The most severe acceleration sensed by the accelerometer was at the peak of a high frequency
oscillation attributed to local structural response to the applied loads. The calculated response
predicted an average value of these high frequency oscillations.

Comparison of the calculated change in rotor blade flapping over the tail cone relative to the
shaft is shown In Channel 5 of Figure 3.1. For this blade-clearance parameter, the calculated
peak flapping angle agreed closely with the measured value for the blade monitored by OciUlo-
graph B, whereas poor correlation was established with the measured value for the blade mon-
itored by Oscillograph A. The blade monitored by OsciUlograph B was closer to the tal cone at

Mliceger Desig Limit Load Factor
I I I I

Design Limit Press.a Frame Crippling

kL ~1.15 1

Critical Frame-Ste. 334 I
Crippling Alowable

-Os

fTst N.2

_Stetic Test U& I

a o. oao o.ao o. o so 0.0 0.0 0.60 , 0

Differential Pressure, psi

Figure 3.6 Helicopter structural limitation envelope.

the time of the blast and responded more nearly in the manner described by Equation 12 of Table
Flapping of neither blade exceeded the peak value calculated. The calculation did not pre-

dict the blade flapping oscillation occurring with a period of 0.8 second. This oscillation might
be predicted when equations describing independent rotor-blade flapping degrees of freedom are

introduced in the analysis.
For these correlation studies, the time histories, as shown in Channels 6 and 7 of Figure 3.1

of the gust input ji , and gust angle of attack, mG , were calculated from the measured value
of overpressure and orientation and were introduced directly into the analog computer. These
disturbances have disappeared in 6 seconds or less; therefore, the calculation was terminated

in 6 seconds.

3.2.2 Shots Diablo and Kepler. Comparisons o calculated data with flight test measured
data is shown for Shot Diablo in Figure 3.2 and for Shot Kepler in Figure 3.3. Comparisons
for these shots exhibit the same characteristics as those for Shot Priscilla. Prediction of the
load-factor time history was satisfactory f the higher frequency oscillations with periods of
the order of 0.2 second or less, excluded from these plots, are attributed to local structural
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response to the applied loads. Only average values of the higher frequency oscUlations were
predicted for the rolling, pitching, and yawing accelerations. Blade flapping angle monitored
by either oscillop-aph did not reach a value as high as the calculated value (only blade flapping
from Oscillograph A is shown). The peak load factor comparison for Shot Kepler, Channel I
of Figure 3.3, did not appear to be good; however, the difference between the calculated peak
value and the measured peak value was only 0.06 g. This incren: nt of load factor is believed
to be of the order of the experimental error. This is also true of blade flapping where the total
change in blade flapping measured In flight was not more than I degree.

3.3 FUSELAGE RESPONSE TO GUSTS, SHOTS OWENS AND KEPLER

The overpressure response data measured during the test operations consisted of overpres-
sure, differential pressure between the inside and outside of the tall-cone skin at the critical
area, and a number of fuselage frame and stringer stresses.

Comparisons of calculated frame and stringer stresses with flight-test data are presented In
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 for Shots Owens and Kepler. These two shots were chosensince all other
participations were with reinforcements installed in the aircraft or were for a side-on orienta-
tion to the blast.

The method followed in predicting fuselage stresses resulting from blast effects is consid-
ered accurate for the frame stresses. The effectiveness of the method for predicting stringer
stresses is still open to question since the data acquired during Operation Plumbbob did not
prove or disprove the analysis. However, since the relative magnitudes of the predicted and
actual stringer stresses were similar, it is felt that more generalized Instrumentation might
yield adequate correlation with stringer stresses as well. This instrumentation would be ar-
ranged to allow enough dati to be gathered to properly evaluate dynamic effects as well as to
verify critical transducers.

As can be seen by comparison with the analytically determined strength envelope presented
in Figure 3.6, the evaluated test events for the unreinforced HSS-1 were well within design
boundaries with considerable margin existing both in load factor and in pressure loading. The
static test results for the frame under pressure alone fell slightly outside the theoretical pres-
sure limit. This was within the calculation accuracy and is probably attributable to the failure
actually beginning before any indication of such was recorded.

While the above limits are limits in the tactical sense, that is, precluding any structural
damage whatsoever, it is considered pertinent to point out that failures of this nature may not
necessarily involve flight safety. Since semimonocoque structures are multiply redundant, and,
because a good deal of the structure is overstrength due to the limitations of minimum structural
gages, a considerable amount of structural damage is tolerable before the aircraft becomes un-
safe to fly.
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Choper 4
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4.1 OVIRPRCEWI AND TMIB-OF-SHOCK-ARRIVAL CORRELATIATS

Comparison between the predicted and measured values of overpressure and time of shock
arrival was made using the after-the-fact position of the aircraft, yield, and eiting atmos-
pheric conditions at shot time. The measured data were redaced to correspond to I kt burst
at sea level by the scaling equation outlined In Section 1.3 and are plotted in Figure 4.1 with the
basic curves for overpressure and time of shock arrival from Figure 1.2.

Measured values of overpressure were consistently higher than the values predicted by the
method outlined in Section 1.3. Detailed eiplanation of this relatively poor correlat'on will not
be attempted in this report. Overpressure instrumentation in the HS- 1 was checked several
times during Operation Plumbbob, and no apparent discrepancies were discovered. Following
completion of the field tests, a shock tube was used to dynamically calibrate the overpressure
installaton. The results of this test Indicated no -nstrumentation discrepancies.

The time-of-shock-arrival correlation indicated good agreement between predicted and meas-
ured values.

4.2 ROTOR RPCEa TO GUSTS

The si-degrees-of-freedom analysis of helicopter stability and control characteristics and
maneuvering lads made possible a prediction of the helicopter flying qualities as well as applied
aerodynamic loads during shock wave envelopment encountered during the tests. Discussion of
structural-response data is reserved for another section of this report. Comprion of calcu-
lated data with flight-test data for Shots Priscilla Diabto, and Kepler, Indicate that the analysis
will predict the rigid-body response time histories of normal load factor, rolling, pitching, and
yawing accelerations with reasonable accuracy. R will also accurately predict maximum rotor-
blade blapping for fuselage clearance considerations.

Calculated time histories of helicopter motion shown in Figure .12 indicated that no flying-
qualities problems developed for tail-on shts of the magnitude and orientation of either Shots
Priscilla or Diablo. Presence of the autopilot and a gust input from the tail of the helicopter
minimized both the flying qualities and loads conditions. Gust from the tail Imparted a positive
nommal load factor and nose-down pitching moment at the first instant of time. The nose-down
pitching moment was in a direction to relieve the normal load factor by causing a reduction of
rotor angle of attack with time. to addition, the lift slope of the rotor was reduced by the re-
duction of helicopter air speed caused by the direction of the air-mass velocity.

In Chamel I of Figure B.12c, the calculated time history of rotor-blade tip angle of attack
for Shot Priscilla indicated that the retreating tip of the rotor blade did not attain a stalled con-
dition. The stall condition is approached when the angle of attack of the retreating rotor blade,

(a.(fsae;On, reaches 10.6 degrees. Even if it did reach a value of 12 degrees or more, this
local angle of attack rapidly redaces with time and could not cause any serious control-rod load
problem with the blast from the tail unless the helicopter were already near tall for steady-
state flight conditions.
In Chnnel 6 of Figure B.12a, the time history of rotor-binde flaping over the tail cone

relative to the shaft indicated that Initially the blades flap up and away from the tall cow and
do not subsequently flap more thn a degree closer to the tal come than they were for the stsedy
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flight preceding the bomb blast. It was apparent that rotor-blade flapping clearm e was not a
problem in the type of tail-os blast condition that existed in Shot Priscilla.

it is noted that in Channels 2, 3, and 4 of Figure 3.1, the autopilot helped to damp the longer
period modes of rolling, pitching, and yawing accelerations rapidly. These oscillations would
gradually baUd up with time if the autopilot were not used, provided that the pilot applied no
corrective control. For thin magnitude and character of disturbance, calculations show that
even without the autopilot, several seconds could elapse without pilot control being applied with-
out danger of loss of the helicopter.

According to Channel 2 of Figure B.12d, the autopilot did not introduce more than 0.028 radi-
an ad longitudinal cyclic pitch during Sbot Priscilla. Since the autopilot has * 0.044 radians
of longitudinal cyclic pitch authority, it was adequate for stabiling the helicopter following
this tal-os blast.

It is emphasized that although no serious loads or flying-qualities problems arose in tal-os
blasts of the severity of Shots Priscilla or Diablo, blasts from the side and particularly from
the front could be quite severe. In the frontal blast, a nose-up applied pitching moment would
accompany a positive normal load factor and the lift slope of the rotor would be increased by
the increased air speed of the helicopter. The applied nose-up pitching moment would be in a
direction to cause the helicopter to diverge in angle of attack and could lead to a flying-qualities
problem as well as large normal-load-factor and angular accelerations.

4.3 STATIONARY-STAR LOAD CORRELATION

Correlation between predicted and measured values of stationary-star vibratory loads i
presented in Tables 3.5 and 4.1 and i illustrated in Figure 1.3. Predicted values of the re-
treating-blade indicated tip speed were based on actual flight and atmospheric conditions at the
time of shock arrival. All measured data were within the scatter of the exerimental data from
which the basic curve (Figure 1.3) was obtained. Due to this good correlation over a fairly wide
range of conditions, it can be assumed that Figure 1.3 is valid for the range of operating condi-
tions of the HSS-1.

4.4 STRUCTURAL CORRELATMKN

The method of structural analysis used to predict fuselage stresses resulting from blast
effects was found to be accurate for predicting frame stresses. Although there were discrep-
ancies between predicted and measured stringer stresses, this lack of correlation is believed
to be doe mainly to the inadequacy of the stringer instrumentation.

Strain-gage instrumentation of the critical structural area on the HSS- 1 tail cone was orig-
inally intended for safety monitoring. As such, the number, orientation, and calibration of
these gages, while perfectly adequate for their intended purpose, were margi al for an accurate
representation ol critical stress distributions. Coupled to this fact, bants Owens and Kepler
were both low-yield shots producing low accelerations, and stress-level changes were so small
as to be practically indistinguishable from the normal noise and vibrations recorded.

An attempt to filter out some of these vibratory effects was made and was only partially sc-
cessful. This method consisted of tracing off the vibratory trace recorded before the shot and

determining whether it was cyclic or random by superimposing It on the same trace recorded
after the shot effect. N the trace was cyclic and coincided, the tracing was aligned across the
shot, malchin time history before and after the nhot. This tracing m then used as the zero
baseline and disturbances were measured from it. This method yielded reasonable results for
some of the accelerometer traces, but the stress traces were not periodic and had to be treated
using the conventional method of means to filter out the high-frequency perturbations.

The tal-cone strain gages were calibrated with the aircraft on the gound. In order to check
the base 1-g fligh stress level, a calculation of loads incurred on the critical section was made
both with the aircraft in l-g steady flgM and with It on the pound. BD rationing the two sets
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of load, the bae atrea level was cIecked and in general, fair apoamoeA was foud with the
calculatio.

4.5 RADIANT EXPOSURE AND NUCLEAR RAIMATMII

All ieeaured values at radiant eaoumre aW maclear radiatlo were too low In maptude for
accurate correlgiom These effects were not critical for any W8-1 poaltioms. The masured
valumes of these data are listed In T be 3.3.
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Chopter 5
CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons of experimental data obtained during these HSS-I tests (with predictions of heli-
copter response made possible by employing a six-degrees-of-freedom analysis of helicopter
stability and control characteristics, and maneuvering loads) resulted in a high degree of con-
fidence that these analytical methods may be employed to predict the helicopter flight behavior
and aerodynamic loads caused by nuclear blast effects.

Comparisons of experimental fuselage stresses with analytical predictions confirm the accu-
racy of fuselage frame analysis but fail to prove or disprove the analysis of fuselage stringer
stresses. Since it has been determined by analysis and substantiated by static tests that the
tail-cone frames are more critical than the stringer, the confirmed frame-analysts methods
permit establishment of the HSS-1 structural limitations due to the blast effects. These limita-
tions were determined by analysis to be the helicopter design-limit load factor of 2.67 g and a
limit overpressure of 0.71 psi.

From emperimental data obtained during the HSS-I participations it was found that the weapon-
effects prediction methods employed permitted accurate prediction of time of shock arrival but
resulted in unconservative prediction of peak overpressure behind the shock front.

The primary objective of the project was achieved to the extent that the critical blast limits
of the HS5- I helicopter were adequately defined for application to the problem of safe escape
from underwater nuclear bursts. The determination of the delivery and escape capabilities of
the helicopter for ASW nuclear weapons depends also upon the airblast and nuclear radiation
characteristics associated with underwater explosions and the weapon fuzing characteristics.
Treatment of these variables is considered beyond the scope of this project.

As may be anticipated from the employment of a manned helicopter during the tests of Proj-
ect 5.1, few data were obtained which would be useful in substantiation of analytical lethal dam-
age considerations. That part of the project's secondary objective related to experimental data
for correlation in general problems of helicopter lethality for the Department of the Army was
not satisfactorily met.
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Appendit A

INS TRLVEN TA TO
A.1 RECORDING also located at the top of the tall pylon oriented to

Recording instrumentation installed In the HSS-l record vertical and lateral accelerations. All acoel-

consisted of two 36-channel Consolidated Electro- erometers were resistance calibrated prior to and

dynamic Corporation Type 5-119 recordibg oscillo- immediately after each participation. An attitude

graphs, and a photopanel recorder. Photographic gyro was calibrated prior to and after each partici-

records were made of the normal flight instruments pation by use of a precision 10-degree plane. Table

through the me of the photopaal recorder. A.2 is a summary of the gust response Instrumenta-
tion.

A.2 FUSELAGE STRESS MEASUREMENTS A.5 MAIN ROTOR COMPONENT LOADS,

Resistance strain gages were inSTRESSES AND RELATIVE POSITIONS

vicinity of the critical fuselage structure, as shown Resistance strain gages were installed on the
in Figure A.1, to measure the effect of overpressure main rotor blades at 13 and 60 percent radius to
on this structure. The fuselage strain gages were record leading edge and normal bending stresses.
resistance-calibrated prior to and alter each parti- Strain-gage bridges were also installed on the rota-
cipation. Table A.1 is a summary of the fuselage ting and stationary star to record control loads. The
strain gages. rotating ant stationary-star assemblies were stati-

cally calibrated at the Sikorsky test laboratory.

A.3 OV R URE Baldwin thermometer element Type TB-14 gages
were installed at 13 and 60 percent radius of the

A pressure transducer was Installed on a special main rotor blades to record blade temperature rise
rack at the trailing edge of the tail pylon as shown and maximum temperature. All main rotor strain
in Item A-23 Figure A.2, to measure free-stream gages and thermometer elements were resistance-
overpressure. Data obtained during the first shot calibrated prior to and after each participation.
participation was readable but, due to low frequency Potentiometer elements were installed to record
response of the static probe and low sensitivity of maiu rotor blade, pitch, log, and flapping positions.
the galvanometer, a distorted time history of the Potentiometer elements were also installed to record
overpressure pulse was obtained. Prior to parti- main rotor control stick displacements. All poten-
cipation in the second shot, this coalition was cor- tiometer elements were calibrated by deflection of
rected and satisfactory overpressure data were the control to its limits prior to and after each shot.
obtained for all following shots. A magnetic pickup was located at the base of the

A differential pressure transducer was installed main rotor shaft to indicate the azimuth position of
in the vicinity of the critical fuselage structure to the instrumented main rotor blades.
record a time history of the outside/inside pressure Table A.3 is a summary of the main rotor instru-
in this area. The differential pressure transducer mentation, and Figure A.2 illustrates approximate
was located as shown in Item B-20, Figure A.2. locations of main rotor instrumentation.

Both the overpressure and differential pressure
transducers were calibrated in the Sikorsky instru-
ment laboratory against a pressure standard. The A.6 TAIL ROTOR STRESSES AND RELATIVE
manufacturer, type, aid serial number are included
in Table A.5. Resistance strain gages were installed on two

tail rotor blades, to record tail rotor blad, leading

A.4 GUST RESPONSE edge and normal bending stresses, as illustrated in
Figure A.2.

Linear accelerometers were located at the center Potentiometers were installed to measure tall
of gravity, oriented to record lateral, longtudinal, rotor flapping and rudder pedal position. These
and vertical accelerations. Angular accelerometers potentiometers were calibrated by deflection of the
were located at Station 236 to record pitch, roll, tail rotor blades and rudder pedals to their limits
and yaw accelerations. Linear accelerometers were prior to and after each shot.
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TABLU A-1 D)TIMEIITATMO WMB FUSELAGE STREE MEASURRUM S

TyeGalvanometer R ooonAe

Strain Gage A-13 Total Frame Strew. Station 334, Fort Side 7-313 0-60 1429
Strain OGe A-13 Total Stringer Stress Station 334. Starboard SiWe 7-315 0-60 B-SO
Strain Gap. A-13 Total Stringer Stress Station 326, Starboard Side, 7-315 0-60 B-31
Strain QWg A-13 TOta FrMeW Stress Station 334 Starboard Side, 7-315 0-60 B-32

Strain Gnge A-13 Total Skin Stress Statio. 326. Starboard Side 7-315 0-60 B-33
Strain Gqp A-13 Total Fram Strewm Station 334. Starboard Side 7-342 0-135 A-3O
Strain Gae A-? Total Striniger Stress Station 333. Starboard Side 7-342 0-135 A-S1
$tramn OGe A-? Total Stringer Stress Station 333. Starboard Side 7-342 0-135 A-32
Strain Gage A-? Total Stringer Stress Station 343. Starboard Side 7-342 0-135 A-33

TABUE A-2 ACCELBEATION MEASUREMENI1S

Ju ecle Serial Maue nt Location Tye Galvanometer Rcre
Mamctuer Number Nomiaien FWlap Galvaniometer Flat-Frequency Chanel

Station
CPS

Statham 226 Vertical Acceleration at
Center of Gravity 137.6 325 0-11 A-17

Statham 22? Lateral Acceleration at
Center of Gravity 137.6 325 0-11 A-18

Statham 1M5 Loaiumal Acceleration
at Camier of Gravity 137.6 32S 0-11 A-19

Smaiboin 13 Pitch Acceleration
(Angular) 236 325 0-11 A-20

Statham 16 Rtoll Acceleration
(Angular) 236 325 0-11 A-21

Statham 14 Yaw Acceleration
(Angular) 236 325 0-11 A-22

Stathamm 229 Vertical Acceleration at
Center of Gravity 137.6 325 0-11 B-15

Statham 230 Lateral Acceleration at
Center of Gravity 137.6 325 0-11 B-16

Statham U191 Lon~idifl Acceleration
at Center ofGravity 137.6 325 0-11 B-17

Statham 1850 Vertical Acceleration
Top of Tail Pylon 535 325 0-11 1-23

Statham 1653 Lateral Acceleration
Top of Tail Pylon m* 325 0-11 3-24

souyeO 1736 Pitch Altde Gyro 130 325 0-11 8-18

Nom"e0,e11 1736 Roll Alitfie Gyro 130 325 0-11 B-19
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TABU L3 D6ThUMTATION NOM MAI ROTOR IDUPOPUU

a1sc nd blue rola blades are 18 degres spEat

bwrmw TAWo MsmArms LOMOUto nd~ Fa- Frsqmoy

strain P" A-13 L$Slng-efo sir" 13 put radius
m-a rotor blade *A&ok b8111s) T-315 040 2-1

U1trs vp A-13 Lamif-afe Stres 60 pet mat
s-kia rotr blabe 60Sk blade) 7-315 0-10 B-2

strain aw A-13 Normali baudig sires 13 pat radis
s-af rowo blade 40alk blade) MIS1 10 31-3

VVrIIII S A-13 Hors-Il beading sies 6 pat radius
s-Ian rotor blabs *Aa* blade) ?-a1s 600 3-4

Sran g A-13 Pmb-rad load 10aok blades) 1-315 0-60 B-5
Strai. Wo A-13 LongitdI saWboy-

ou load ?-315 0410 B-6
strainN A-13 MoeD boulngt es

s-ina roo?-U1s 0-60 3-7
Strain W 13-14 ToePMat" 13 pat radius

s-mn rotor blae 4back blnds) V-315 0-603-
StranaW 13-14 Temperatue 60 pat radius

s-a rotor Wlads Iblack binde) ?-5a5 040 B-9
omaistw 4002 Collective stick position 7-315 040 3-10

oomer 400 A Pitici angle 0
s-ia rotor blnds fbiack blade) 7-315 0410 13-11

P Weiir 4002 A ftn angleD0
amin rotor bla 10sck blade) ?-31s 0-60 3-12

Potatier 4092 Lag seesey
sa rotn blade Iblack wads) 7-315 0410 8-13

Coll Poets a&woe #
wsis rotor blade Iblack blnds) 7-315 040 3-14

traIa g A-13 Lading-ege, asie 13 pct radius
s-in rotot binds I10.. blae) 1-315 0-40 A-1

Stranaw A-13 Lading-edge stress, s0 pat radius
s-ia rotor blade 10.. blade) 7-315 0-00 A-2

Strain SaW A-13 Niars-I bewift sines 13 pet radius
s-In rota.' blnde 10.. blade) 1-313 0-40 A-3

Strain gag A-i3 liars-i beading stres so pot radis
s-in rotor bind. 10.. blae) 7-415 0-60 A-4

Strain Pwg A-13 Pv-rod land fides blade) 7-315 040 A-S
Strain o A-13 light lateral

stamry~star Ioed 7-315 0400 A-41

Strain owg A-I3 LeBf lateral s-hoicmay-
star laud 7-315 040 A-?

Strain gaW A-i3 SbaeD beaiag iu
s-in rotor blade 7-315 0-40 A-11

bain owg TB-14 Teemperature 13 pat radius
s-a rotor bind. 10.e blae) 7-315 040 A-11

Strale gag TB-14 Temperature 60 pct radius
s-a rotor blade (blue blae) 7-315 0-40 A-10

Paa -w~s 4009 Lateral Baick positio. 7-315 040 A-11
Pateomter 4009 Lusagitafivu stick poemtio 7-315 040 A-12
Polenicmeter 4009 Pitah aneS

s-a rotor Nbid 10.@ blade) 7-315 040 A-13
Pot o ter 4009 Flapping aingeS

mia rotor Nbi. blue. blade) 7-315 040 A-14
P amer 4009 Log ange 7

s-ia rowo blade buen blade) 7-315 040 A-15
cod 4009 position angle 0

s-in rotor bind. 1W.. blade) 7-315 0-60 A-14
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an "b his lsk MOWs 14-= 0-139 b-3
aa. A £13 IhIbsibm r

Wat ~biwmb WN bims) 1-M6 0-138 11-26

an vat we"s Oko bkds) ?-3us 4-35 5-31
pa 1 4"s WaNM Pnf ptgs~ -31 0410 9-3

Saab o A-13 1eakes-ldar
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Tabl A.4 is a mmmary of the tall rotor hImtru- Solar batteries were installed, on. of which was
mmatlaIs. wired Into each oeclilograph, to lIndlcate Ume of
AAY AINCELLAM I explosion. One channel on each oscillograph was

used to monitor the Intrwuenatlon direct current
Calorime erw westalls an a special rack, voltage supply. The dynamio reference capability

aftdad o the "ta edge of the tall Mo. to of each oeotllograph was used to give lndioation on
mints e dIreot rediant expsure. Calorimeters the oaosllograpbs of each frame of photopsiul data.
were suplied ad callbrated by the Naval lRadiolq- Table A.5 is a sumnary of the miscellaneous,
lcl Defbae Laboray NRDL). A thermoomple overpreesure. nd diferential pressure instrumen-
mm Imntalled n th staoerd aidse of the aircra. tation.
This matrum via calibrated by NRDL perainnsl
prior to aid after each bOt.

4.
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Appeaidix B
EQUAOS ood METHODS of ANALYSIS for

OLAST-MWVE RESPOSE of HSS-1 / HLCC40TR
The purpose of the following sections is to pre- bi. Lateral angle between a normal to the control

sent the eqution& and method of analysis of detail- ais a&d the tip-path plane, radians.
ed motions of the HSS-I helicopter in response to a big . lateral angle between a normal to the shaft
malear blast wave. The basic helicopter rsiafion- ais and the tip-lath plans. @j, bi + Al8).
ships presetd herein we moifed ot amplified B, Tip loss factor; bade elemen0ts outboard of
in accordace with the discussion of Section 2.4. BIR are assumed to have profile drag but no lift.

Bia loomgltdinal angle between the control axis
ILI E&PN-EFECT PAAMEERSand the shaft aie, radians.
8.1 EAPI~EFECT PAAMEERSC. Rotor blade chord, feet.

In order to analyze dhe dynamic respoase of the CjN, Fuselage drag coefficient - D/qrRl.
helicapter to the blum wave from a aclear dolm- C 4i, Fuselage lift coefficient -LAWrR.
fion. it w-as necemalT to predict the variation of Cl, Fuselage -rolling moAmt coeffiiet - 14/quit'.
significant blast-wave paramueters with distance and Cib. Rotor hub rolling moment coefficient
time behind the sockr front Sasic parametaes such LqiR'.
as particle velocity behind te shock frank, density C1  Rotor hub rolling moment coefficient due to
behind the shock froat dynande pressue behind the "OO6haZ forces - La/qirR'.
shock front. and trn of arrval of the shiock fron Ci1h,. Rotor lbob rolling moment coefficient doe
were predicted (uag Figure 1.2) by the methods to inertia forces = 4w/qeR.

oulne n Section 1.3. Cm Fuselage Pitching moment coefficient-
A scematnic dirawing of the orientation of the hif/quit'

gust relative to the helicopter is shown in Figure Cmon Rotor hub pitching moment coefficient
B.L Tbis gun is reaolved as shown in Figure JL2 Mb/qR 3.
into two siiloums dimstnhces. an angie of Cuf . Fuselag yawing momnent coefficient = Nf/qlo~.
attack d -Iane , G. and~ arotor tip-speed ratio CQ, Roto shaft torque coefficient Q/p.R(1R)2R.
distwrbance, pi. By use at measured valus of CT - Main rotor thrus coeafficietso T/Piri(t(R
sbac overp resur ad the calclaited &int Velocity, CT.T, Tall rotor thrust coefficient

us~ -- a relationships of U' versus jp as TT/(prQ~ft)Th.
showo in Figure 8_ wer oItsioed. Cy. Rotor lateral force coefficient =Y/prR(GR).

Cyf, Fuselag side force coefficient -Yf/qrR t .

8.2 GUST RESPONSE EQUATIONS Df . Drag of fuselage (complete helicopter minus
main rotor and tail rotor), lbe.

&.2.1 lAst of Symbols. e, Rotor flapping hinge offset from center line of
a. Slope of curve of section lift coefficient against rotation feet.

secton angie of attack = 5.73/radian. g. Acceleration de to gravity, ft/sec'.
a', Longitudinal angle between the control auds h, Vertical distance from main rotor hub to c. g.

and th rotor force resultant. radians. measured along vertical stability axis, fset.
a,, Anglet betwee the rotor-hinde spen ails and h, Longitudinal distances from mai, rotor lam

the tip-lah plane, radiaum, to c. g. measured along a stability axis, feet.
a1. Lngrdiaal s#Al& between a na to the bM. HT, VT.* Vertical distance from center of

conrol avis and the tip-pth plane, radixes. rotation of tail, cn- er of pressure of horlsontal tall,
a4s, LGOtnil angie, betIee a normal to the or vertcal tail to c. g. measured along a stability

shaft axisan the tip-puth planm, radias, ala axis, Suet.
-Bj), H, Lonogitudinal componenat of rotor resultant

Aia, Lateral angle between the control ais and force normal to the control axtis, lbs.
shift ais, radians. is, Angle bewa a fuelage station line ad the

b, Number of blades per rotor sWaft ails, radians, positive for shaft tilted forward.
b'. Lateral angle betweePn the control axis and the iT. Angle of incidnc of horisontal tall measured

rotor resultant force, radisa.

so
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from a towelage waalsradians. positive for normal to the control axis with respect to the flight
leadift ode up. path, radians.

lb. Momt of inertia ofa rotorlais&abottthe af. Angle of attack of the f1uselage with respoict
nlapping Wange aids, sam-fto. to the flight path.

lx. lr ,l. Moment of inertia ofthe helicopter *bout afocl Angle of attack of the faselage corrected
the longitudinal. lateral. and vertical axes, respec- for main rotor downwash.I
tevely pssing through the c. g. , sagq-ft. as. Angle of attack of a normal to the shaft aitis

Ki. 00e1100p10r radius of gyraion about the ith with respect to the flight path, radians.
axis al.1 Angle of attack of a normal to the control

I-M* LTVT- 4tudinal dstnc trm axis with respect to a lateral nlight path, radians.
ctr oU rcaitiw of the taW rotor. the caster of aas. Angle of attack of a normal to the shaft axis
preome of the horizontal tail and vertical tail. with respect to a lateral flight path, radians.
reqeecivelY. from the c.g9. measured along a st5.bilit3 P., Sideslip angle, angle between the longitudinal
asks. feet. reference axis and the remote wind velocity. radians.

L. Rotor lift Mb tic. Angle between a normal to the control axis
Lt. Fuselage l, and the blade span ais, (f0, a al-aCoe$ - bj, Bite #),
Lh. Rotor hb rotiin umoet about & longtinalW radians.

axes through the rotor hiub center, lb-ft. ts. Angle between a normal to the sbaft axis and
L,. Rotor bobi rolling moment dim to aerooynamic the blade span axis, radians.

forces.,- 61.~' Mass constant of a rotor blade.
L4kw. Rotor bob rolling moment due to inertia 6, Main rotor blade mean drag coefficient.

forces. lb-ft. 61.,6j 6, Constants in Railey's quadratic equation
M. Mass parameter =W/pgbcflR2. for blade profile drag coefficient (Cdo = 64 61a 61a:).

mb Mass Per unit span at the rotor blade, 9. Dimensionless rotor inertia force parameter.
slugsi1. = (e Mb/lb) + (e'WbAbg).

U.Mass moment of rotor blades about the flap- e,. Rotor blade pitch angle measured at the cuff
haag hinge =f~mb-r-e)dr. from a normal to the control axis, radians.

Mb. Rotor bub pitching moment about a lateral 0.1s, Rotor blade pitch angle measured at 75 per-
saxs through th rotor hub center. lb-ft_ cent blad radius from a normal to the control axi,

Mf. Fuselage aerodynamic Pitching moment about radians.
a lateral axis pasin through the c. g. . lb-ft. OT, Tail rotor blade pitch angle, radians.

.N. Yawing moneat about the vertical ais. lb-ft- OF. Angle of inclination of the fuselage longitud-
PNf. Fselage yawing moment about the vertical inal axis from the horizon, (eF - ceF + 7), radians.

axis passing throuh the helicopter e- g.,. lb-ft. A. Rotor blade tip inflow ratio =(V Sin a - P)/OR.
q. Free stream dynamic pressure, lb/ftt. gs, Rotor blade tip speed ratio =V/OR.

9T Dynamic pressur at the tail, lb/t 3 . P., Induced inflow velocity at rotor, ft/sec.
QTeat, bin0d tun-' test dynamic pressure. lb/ft2. P, Density of air, sluga/ft'.
Q. Mdain rotor torque, lb-ft a, Rotor solidity ratio = bc/rR.
R. Rotor force resultant, ft also rotor radius, al, Fuselage sidewash angle, radians.

ft. T., Longitudinal flight path angle. angle between
S. Rotor disk area, WR, ft3. lon.gitudinal flight path and horizon, radians.
S_ F., Scale factor of wind tunnel model. r1, Lateral flight path angle. angle between
t,, Tabulated constant terms from Baiey's analy- lateral flight path and horizon.

sis. Reference 4. 6. Roll angle, the angle between the lateral raf-
T, Usin rotor thrust; component of rotor result- erence ais and the horizon.

and force taken along the control axis, lB,. #, Angle of yaw - the angular displacement of the
TT- Tail rotor thrU (sets 210M the axis of ro- longitudinal axis before and after the disturbance,

taton), lb., radians. (Also blade azimuth angle).
V. Velocity Of the helicopter along the nih0at., Rotor angular velocity, radians/sec.

ft/sec. SIR, Rotor tip speed, ft/sec.
V. Resultant wind velocity relative to the heli- ew, Ma1g dowtewash angle, radians.

copter ftselage, ft/sec.
v. Wight parameter = W/pbcoWR. SUBSCRIPTS
W, Gross weight of the helicopter, lb. f, W.B. T., Parameters of the wing body tail om-
Y. Lateral component of the roto resultant foc bination, the complete helicopter less the main and

Mormal to the H force ad the control sma, lb. tail rotors.
Yf. Fuselage aerodynamic side force normnal to N. F., Parameters pertaining to the main rotor.

Me torgel and dr atcg We".lb.atako Unless otherwise specified, all rotor parameters
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withew a subscipt are main rotor parameters. 3. The changes In fos and mormets soling on
t.TR. Paraxneters pertaining to the tail rotor. or within the heliopter depend on dislacements.
V. T. . Parameters pertaining to the vertical tail. velocities. and accelerations along and perpendioular
H. T. * Parameters pertaining to th horizontal to the filit-path axes in te oase of forces, and about

tail. the helicapter center of gravity In the case of momenta.
TIMT. Vkind tunel MWs parameters. 4. Since t4m deviation of each of the major var-

*S. A nomal to the shaft ais Is talan as the axis tables from its equilibrium value to small, ths differ-
at reference. entisis In the differential equations of motion are re-

placed with actual increments. and the partial deni-
5.1. Ws~m of Awa. The flight path stability vatives of the helicopter forces and momentst with

*ais system is sed throughout. In hover, the flight respect to these variables and their first sod second
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All Pueteos are Positive as
Shmn Esagi Where Secifiled

Figure B.G Rear view showing stability aixi control parameters.
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and all blgbar harmonica are nelected. the horlscetal.
10. Rotor blade molion about tim lag hinge is ag 1A:..g4a Rotor tpspedratio.

leeted. 0l sideslip ange.
11. Compresib&ityfo and stall effects are neglected. 0, Roll angle.
M1U Tb. fon hlcopter pkraical quantities #I yaw aingle.

and parametes are tahan as major variablest Al., Lateral cyclic control.
of. Fuselage angl of atac reatv to ftBi. LongiUnal cyclic control.

palk.04, Main rotor collective control.

Loagiab~aI Bight patb angle ralative to Ot. Tall rotor blade pitch angle control.

8.2.4 General Stquations of Motion.
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5.2.S Funh Aeroftnomio Derivatives.
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Aftgie of Attack (a), Degree
Fgure B.? Lift versus angle of attack.
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3.3 DISUION teal values for paramneters required to calculate
in order to facilitate the calculation of helicopter H-i helicopter static trim and stability derivatives

esrodynemic parameters for a forward flight condli- with the aid of the IBM 704. The stability derivatives
tion lawich the helicopter was In static equilibrium, were them taken to an EASE Analog Computer and
a program which satisfied the force and moment no up in the eqluatios of motion represented In
conditions represented by EquatIons 1 through 6 of Section B.2.5. The analog computer performed a

4

0

0-is5l 330m

A-u s159

-Ia I 5s 24 5

Angle of Attock CC), Degrees

Figure B.9 Pitching moment versus angle of attack.

Section B,2.6 was set up on an IBM 704 Electronic rapi solution of the equations of motion and plotted
Data Processing Machine. The complete program the results In engineering units on six-chanuai graph
Iscorpoate a static trim program to calculate paper as illustrated in Figure 5.12. The effect of
iital trim conditions and an algebraic dynamic sany arbitrary helicopter control Input, gut, or

stability derivative program In the digital computer angle-of-attack input could he studied.
par-t. goob helicopter design data as listed in Table The results shown in Figure B.12 were obtained
IL1 ad wind tunnel data from Figures B.7 through by solution of the Equations shown in Table B.2 with
3.11I for muselaige liM drag, pitch'n moment, yaw- derivatives evaluated for the specific test event, Shot
iag moet. and sie force, reasetvely. consti- Priscilla. The Incremental notation for derivatives
tete the input data. Table 5.1 illustrates the mnmer- in these equations has been discussed in Section
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.&2. The calculations were performed for six attitude, roll, pitch, and yaw rates, angle of attack
eoo d* so that suflicient time is allowed to deter- at the Up of the retreating rotor blade and rotor-
mine what flying qualities ad loads occur for the blade flapping angle relative to the shaft when the
fl duration of the blast. Time histories of all blade is over the tail cone. For these last two par-
three translating accelerations as well as rolling, ameters, equations presented In Section 2.4.2 were
pitching, and yawing accelerations for the purpose evaluated and serve to Indioate development of stall
of loads calculated are shown in Figure B.12. In in the rotor and rotor blade clearance over the tail
addition, time histories are shown of fuselage cone, respectively.
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